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Overview This is a set of
replacement icons for your
favorite music player. 5 Styles
in both round and square
versions. Give your files and
folders a fresh new look using
the iTunes 10 Icons collection.
NOTE: For non-commercial use
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----------------------------- This set
of replacement icons for your
favorite music player. 5 Styles
in both round and square
versions. Give your files and
folders a fresh new look using
the iTunes 10 Icons collection.
NOTE: For non-commercial use
only. Features: -------- 1. 5
Styles in both round and
square versions. 2.
Standalone, Ready to use. 3. If
you like the collection, please



consider leaving a comment.
4. If you would like to suggest
changes, let me know. 5. If you
have a site, store, or other
online service that sells these
Icons, please consider listing it.
License: -------- You may use
and distribute these icons as
long as they are not included
in the same package as you
are selling and do not charge
for them. For more information
and restrictions, visit iTunes 10
Icons Collection (Round Icons)
-------------------- iTunes 10 Icons



Collection (Round Icons) List of
Pics: -------------- Small Size ------
----------------------- Large Size ----
------------------------- Square Size
----------------------------- EPS
Version -----------------------------
iTunes 10 Round Icons Set
(.EPS) iTunes 10 Icons
Collection (Square Icons) List
of Pics: -------------- Small Size --
--------------------------- Large Size
----------------------------- Square
Size -----------------------------
iTunes 10 Icons Collection
(Square Icons) (.PNG) iTunes



10 Icons Collection (Square
Icons) List of Pics: --------------
Small Size ----------------------------
- Large Size --------------------------
--- Square Size ----------------------
------- EPS Version ------------------
----------- iTunes 10 Icons
Collection (Square Icons)
(.EPS) iTunes 10 Icons
Collection (Square Icons) List
of Pics: -------------- Small Size --
--------------------------- Large Size
----------------------------- Square
Size -----------------------------
iTunes 10 Icons Collection



(Square Icons) (.PNG) iTunes
10 Icons Collection (Square
Icons) List of Pics: --------------
Small Size ----------------------------
- Large Size --------------------------
--- Square Size
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What's New in the ITunes 10 Icons?

This is a set of replacement
icons for your favorite music
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player. It has a lot of folders
for a desktop & music folders
as well. This is a collection for
both Mac & Windows users.
Version 3.6.1 contains 20 icons
for iTunes. Version 3.6.1.1 has
2 icons added. Version 3.6.1.2
has 1 icon added. Version
3.6.1.2.1 has 4 icons added.
Version 3.6.1.2.1-1 has 2 icons
removed. Version 3.6.1.2.2 has
4 icons added. Version
3.6.1.2.2-1 has 1 icon
removed. This package
contains the following icons:



$34.95 $49.95 $24.95 $34.95
$24.95 $34.95 $24.95 $34.95
Version 3.6.1.1 is the update
that fixes an issue with the
styling of the folder icons. If
you have already purchased
version 3.6.1 you do not need
to buy version 3.6.1.1 as your
license key will allow you to
use both versions. Version
3.6.1.2.2-1 removed these
folders: -Music Player -Music
Library -Music -Recently Played
-Playlists -Now Playing -Save
Playlists -My Music -Documents



-Multimedia Version
3.6.1.2.2-1 added these
folders: -iTunes -iTunes Music -
iTunes Music Library -iTunes
Music Library -i



System Requirements For ITunes 10 Icons:

To play this game, you need a
powerful graphics card. The
minimum requirements are:
Core i5-2500K GTX 760 RAM:
8GB DDR3 HDD: 9GB OS: Win
7/8 (x86) Gamepad required
Support Widescreen resolution
(1680×1050) and all
accessories are for US version.
For other countries, we'll
confirm with your local shops.
Some of the game contents
may be available in region



exclusives.
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